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Australia Senator dropping Covid Bombs… The
Vaccinated are dying…
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JUST IN: Deception and Lies – Senator Babet's 
Bombshell Revelation on Covid Vaccination in Australia

Senator Babet says that the Australian people were 
duped into believing that mRNA injections would protect 
them from Covid. But now, the data is showing that the 
vaccinated…

Watch on Twitter

8:50 AM · Mar 23, 2023
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Both clips are excellent from Senator Ralph Babet.
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“The Australian people were initially told that mRNA injections would stop them getting infected with Covid, would
stop them spreading it, and most importantly would stop them dying from it. We were told that we were selfish if we
were not willing to be vaccinated and that we could kill grandma or kill grandpa. Around 97.5% of Australians over 16
followed the government advice and have had at least one dose of mRNA injection, yet the only data that accurately
identifies the vaccination status of those who got Covid showed quite clearly that the vaccinated are more likely to be
infected, hospitalized, and die of Covid.”

 

“The fact that Australia is now experiencing its highest mortality rate in over 80 years, must be a cause for concern
and it must be a priority for everyone in this place. It should be front page news.”
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Senator Ralph Babet is sounding the alarm, but it seems 
like the Australian government just doesn't care! Excess 
deaths are skyrocketing in Australia, and it's not just 
affecting the elderly, it's affecting people of all ages. But 
instead of taking action, the government is…

Watch on Twitter
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Australia does 180* on Vaccine Guidance…
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Have you noticed all the vaccination advertisements have dissapeared all of a sudden, at least they have in
Victoria. I wonder how many people will trust the flu vaccine, I wouldn’t myself as you could very well get a Covid
shot by stealth. Here is a message for the NSW leader, you had the chance to drop the mandates and you didn’t,
maybe if you did you would still be there. Maybe you could call up Scommo (Mr “as much as possible”) for a
coffee seeing you both have a lot more time on your hands!.

The COVID vaccines are planned to kill or hurt us so we can not procreant more people. This was unleashed on
the Western Nations most and will cause most of the Western Nations to be wiped out. The WEF and the UN
WHO have worked with the Elites to do this so they can make the rest of us serfs.
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Quoted from David Read a journalist.
“Yuval Noah Harari, one of the top advisors of the World Economic Forum, claims we are moving towards a
world where we will not need most of the people who are currently alive.
Harari, an Israeli national and a history professor at Hebrew University of Jerusalem, was interviewed by Chris
Anderson as part of TED’s “audio collective,” said that we simply “don’t need the vast majority of the population.”
He called for human beings to be replaced by machines whenever possible, saying that people are just no
longer “useful” to the global elite and their agenda.”
-End quote-
Knowing that and knowing that Joe Biden is part of the world economic form same thing with that nail disgraced
broad from New Zealand, Justin Trudeau, Emmanuel macron and a bunch of the other Western “leaders”
Does it surprise anyone that they appear to be trying to cull us?
When we finally get mad enough and we rise up against these tyrants I will happily volunteer to pull the lever to
knock the floor out from under them when the noos is tied around their necks.
Every one of these billionaire elitist yay holes need to be killed by vigilante Justice. Normally I believe in law and
order but they are using our own laws against us.

To bad Australia gave up its guns. We have not in the USA and it is a matter of time until we reach our limit.

No one in parliament these days? No one there to hear the truth?
Australian cops were beating people bloody for not wearing masks – any apologies for that “SS” behavior?

The old Australian “She’ll be right mate” attitude has made Aussies a mob of lemmings. Another lefty landslide
state election yesterday in NSW. Whole country is ruled by lefties now. Well done Aussie galahs.
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This goes so much deeper. Listen to RFK’s interview with Sasha Latypova, or just search her work. The
conspiracy theories of the last 30 years are coalescing right now, in politics, media, tech, academia, finance, and,
following Covid, in science. Interesting times ahead.

Government investigating itself
Should work out

TRUTH

I agree with the exception of those who were coerced into taking it to keep their job.

My main desire is to see all those who knew this drug had potential for great harm tried for crimes against
humanity, but don’t expect it’ll happen. Also those who profited off of this medicine should be made to pay dearly
to those who’ve been negatively affected by it, but again, doubt it’ll happen as our country has become utterly
corrupt.

the last ppl on earth i would’da ever thought to let govt push em around like that…. the aussies. my god. Hard-
ass aussies, a thing of the past. sad shit
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As an expat Kiwi I can say the same about them. They’ve become the sheep of the country

The big issue facing those of us not vaccinated is if that if we need an emergency transfusion we will get infected
blood.

Bravo, at last some common sense! A pity that you are speaking to an empty chamber. Obviously not many of
your fellow parliamentarians actually care about their constituents.

My husband and I did not take the shot.we like so many others have loved ones who were duped by the fear
mongers and or their employers mandates into succumbing to the propaganda. No I do not want or wish for their
deaths.

Why so hard on the commenter? Our country was thriving until the idiots got in charge. And idiots being who
they are made wrong decisions which have harmed countless people. And you’re backing them only shows
you are a little light on grey matter yourself. Take the shot did you?
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Many had no choice if they were to keep their jobs to feed and support their families. They were busy working
and had little time to do a deep dive into the scamdemic.

Their government and their Healthcare professionals lied to them.

It was an abomination. I have family members who had a least one shot. I do not want them to die. God forbid.

Everyone had a choice. Many refused to make the hard stand.

Covid was a very well planned and funded propaganda event. It is understandable that people who were busy
and distracted with their jobs and families would not seeing through a very carefully constructed PsyOp media
blitz. However, if they allow themselves to be duped again by the next big “thing”, it is their fault.

Yes, we’d be worse off. With a 97% injection rate, it’s possible that the Australian people could disappear.The
communist Chinese would take over the continent.

Danny boy is heading over there with out any media scrutiny (not that that matters he could be Hitler and the
lefty media would support him) possibly selling what’s left of Victoria.
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The big question is , when will the masses wake the ef up?

History is, indeed, little more than the register of the ‘crimes, follies, and misfortunes’ of mankind. But what
experience and history teach is this….that people and governments have never learned anything from history or
acted on principles deduced from it. Quote ~~ Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel

Blame the F’ing Democrat idiot sheep voters who put the nitwit in the Whitehouse. President Trump was cured
with a cocktail that included Hydroxychloroquin and he told us so. But nooo, the censoring Marxist demons on
the left prohibited any mention of if or Ivermectin which is sold over the counter like aspirin, keeping India and
Mexico, two of the most densely populated countries, almost free of Covid.

It was premeditated murder and those responsible must pay. Big pharma first, then the media, then the rest.

Good comment, except whoever put the nitwit in the Whitehouse wasn’t the voters.

If Astra Zeneca is to be believed, the real excess deaths wont be known or felt until about 2024-2025. Should
there be a tidal wave then, I wonder what the excuses will be?
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An antidote is needed for the covid ‘vaccine’ and right quick. Scientists should be working night and day til they
come up with one.

So you would take an antidote?
We have already an antidote, it’s called common
Sense

Would you trust the end product enough to take it yourself?

Annatokinase enzyme, as well as other therapies. Do a search for America’s Frontline Doctors. There are
therapies that can help.

Did you mean natokinase?
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Biggest transfer of wealth from the bottom to the top in the history of the world in 2020. They laughin all the way
to the bank, mate.

Banking system collapsed in september 2019. Covid lockdowns masked an intentional economic retraction.

So many comments below calling elected and appointed politicians “elite”. Please stop it. They are not elite in
any way, and they are not superior beings to you and I. They are evil and should be treated like the excrement
that they are. No more talk of them being “elite” please. That is offensive to every one of us.

I think you have it in reverse, elite IS the definition of them, its become a word to describe them and is
seldom used any other way anymore. Your definition, though correct, has gone bye bye.

I agree totally. The should be referred to as people with personality disorders or leaders with psychopathology.
Their narcissism makes them believe they are elite and above everyone else but emotionally they are lowlifes.
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In my book, they are EFB’s…Evil F’n Bastards

What people need to realize is that the WHO (at the behest of the globalist eugenicists) is concocting a Marburg
epidemic next. Get stocked up on Albendazole while you have time. Also, that “death by bioweapon” will continue
until we make these wicked people stop.

https://twitter.com/MaxMalone1111/status/1639471549462769664

Australia is a vast mineral and rare earth resource the size of the continental United States, with a total
population of around 26 million, located mostly along the coasts. Throw that tidbit into the mix.

Gosh, we would have never known that Australia even existed were it not for you.
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Australia’s sparse population can blissfully continue to live in those areas along the coast, while the CCP
buys up the arid land swaths with those vast resources cheap, actually stealing it in effect. The Aussie
politicians will get rich from bribes to let this happen, while the regular Aussie are controlled by the CCP via
the Aussie politicians (governors). Sounds familiar…

He says what I’ve known for a while.

Excellent. More of this please. The only way these scumbags are going to be held accountable is sunlight. Shine
it right in their face every day. Never forget what these goons and lickspittles did to their fellow countrymen and
fellow humans. Every politician in favor of jab mandates should be imprisoned immediately. Every news outlet
that lied and scared people into getting jabbed should be fined to the hilt, and maybe even put out of business.
Every doctor that lied to the people in their care about jabs in order to profit should be incarcerated and
decertified. Every company that mandated poison jabs for the employees at the expense of their job should be
fined, audited, and made to pay REAL damages to those it coerced. The pharmaceutical companies involved
must be torn down to the very last dime, and their executives placed in irons. These people do not understand
anything but strength. They must be forced to publicly recant, ask for forgiveness, and offered none.

The proper sentence (according to the Bible) for premeditated murder is death, not prison. But, otherwise, I
agree with you.

https://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/health/health-problems/report-shows-australias-excess-mortality-rate-has-
risen-to-levels-not-seen-since-world-war-ii/news-story/2f86a5483b9ae8363fc80082ae95ba3d
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Rejoice in the awakening, folks. We’ve reached the beach.

I pray you are correct. God willing, of course.

Why would anyone take the jab when they wouldn’t even discuss natural immunity?? That was my first clue.

The powers at be were a little too motivated to push the fear and shots. Even when things were not looking so
bad in 2020 they still pushed fear hard.

That was one of my first warnings also. That and how no debate was allowed. 💯 percent of the time in my
nearly 3 score and 10 years has that been a tell to AVOID when something is sold as perfect and without any
doubt effective. It.Never.Is.True.
So I went hunting for nay sayers, considered their points and prayed they were going to be wrong for everyone
else’s sake (I took my chances with a bug that seemed pretty mild comparatively and bought a good supply of
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the I-word that ended up saving me when I did finally catch it.)
I am mostly stunned that people were so easily scared into placing themselves and especially their children in
potentially irreversible mortal danger. Because someone told them to.
Still gives me chills thinking about that. I have one family member, ONE, who didn’t take the vaccine along
with me. And maybe two friends and a couple of co workers. That’s it. Everyone else took at least one, most
took 2 and some coworkers are still getting boosters to this day.
It boggles the mind that people are so easily led. Fear is so powerful a weapon, it bypasses all logic and even
the self preservation caution of most. SMH…

When they exempted themselves from the clot shot – what more did you need?

Yes she had the kill shot. Yes she believed the COVID-19 fear porn. And now she’s dead. Who will be held
accountable for this horror show? Fauci and Birx and the rest of the lying clowns have promoted crimes against
humanity for what? And why? Is human life so cheap that these people will simply skate without punishment?
FJB!

It’s up to us to seek justice

I’m very sorry for your loss. Human life means nothing to the puppet masters behind the curtain.
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The Mooche Is a Man
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Michael P Hammer
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joeyaknowthathing
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Texas Girl
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sssscs

We tried to tell them. My wife got the vax and argued with me for months because I refused. She has been to the
hospital with heart pain 4 times in the last year. This vax is of the devil.

Did you buy life insurance on her? If not, do it.

NACL, nattokinase, IVM, pine needle tea

in the USA the symbol for liberals is a Jackass.. quite fitting.

An awful lot of conservatives and moderates I know took the shot along with devout Christians and atheists
too… ALL were susceptible to the fear and believed authority figures without questioning them. That is unreal
to me.

the elite were given ivecatmin i know it’s spelled.thats why they are not dying
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Ed
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libsaremaggutz
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Joe Dwetback
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Bite me
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KEN E
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Why do you call them “elite”? Are they superior to you? They are elected and appointed officials, and that is
all. Evil scum. Not Elite.

there comes a time for executing enemies of humanity, time has come, any chance you get take a dozen out

Amen

And the sheep will line up for their next booster

Numbers don’t lie but people do.

 

 

 

 

 

 



Rod Clamhammer and His Band of Renown
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pork chop
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Snipelee
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IAmSoSmart
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MN Jim
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No sympathy for the Aussies. They returned to their roots as a penal colony, only they imposed it on themselves.

100% funded by US tax payers , just like the gun grabs , thank america again . for destroying what aint yours
as usual

All according to plan. Fewer live people equals less strain on government revenue in the short term. Long term?
Well that’s not OUR problem….

The same people who pushed Covid fear pushed shots. They were rewarded with more power. More crisis =
more power

Our petty dictator governor locked down the state, causing many small businesses to go under.
He also let cities burn during the BLM riots.
Yet he got re-elected. Example of being rewarded with more power.

 

 

 

 

 



Vaxxicuted
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Who woulda thunk that Crocodile Dundee would go down like this….
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